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When I had shorter hair, I never had any problems with dryness or dullness.  Maybe cause my hair was too
short to notice.  But now that my hair is just past my shoulders I notice the super dry ends and lack of
shine.  I tend to be a minimalist when it comes to my hair.  I only wash it if I absolutely need to, I don’t use
any products, and I very rarely blowdry my hair.  When I do, I use the low-heat setting and try to use it on
barely damp hair.

I recently got the opportunity to try NaturAll Club’s hair
treatment and I thought, why not?  Maybe it could help my
dry, dull ends?

Muhga Eltigani started making hair care products in her
dorm room because she was frustrated that most
commercial products actually left her hair feeling worse.  She
committed to using only fresh and natural ingredients in her
hair.  Not only did her hair thrive, she was able to start

NaturAll Club and share her products with others.  All their products are made with natural ingredients and
are so fresh that once you receive them, you need to freeze or refrigerate them.

I was sent a box of their dull hair treatments.  Inside was an empty spray bottle, deep conditioner, a cap, a
hair tie, and a small bottle of their hair serum.  They also included easy to follow instructions.  The first thing
I did (after putting the deep conditioner pouch in the fridge!) was look at the ingredients online.  I was not
disappointed and learned the deep conditioner for dull hair only had a handful of ingredients such as
avocados, shea butter, lavender essential oil, and vitamin E. 

I loved how easy it was to use this hair mask.  The deep
conditioner comes in a little pouch with a cap so you can
easily get two uses out of it.  I decided to focus mostly on my
ends since those are the driest part of my hair.  I used the
spray bottle to dampen my ends and then used a handful of
the conditioner in my hair.  It was easy to comb through with
my hands and smelled wonderful!  It was not like spreading guacamole through my hair like I worried it
might.  I used the hair tie they gave to pull my hair back and then wrapped it in the cap to let the conditioner
set for the 20 to 40 minutes they suggest.

I did this before a shower so when my time was up I just rinsed everything out and went on with my day.  I
definitely noticed my hair was much softer as I was washing it.  My favorite thing though was the hair
serum they included.  I applied a dab to my ends after my shower and then let my hair air dry like normal. 
Instead of the frizzy mess I normally end up with, my hair was smoother and softer.  I’ve finished the deep
conditioner but I still have hair serum left and I’ve been using it about once a week and it still makes my hair
soft, shiny, and manageable.

NaturAll Club has hair treatments for dry, dull, or damaged hair so you can choose what fits your needs
best.  You can also do a one time purchase or save money and get a subscription.  You can also purchase
the deep conditioner on its own.  If you have troubles with your hair and want a natural solution, I would
highly recommend NaturAll Club!
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